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“Disorder-specific approach”



1. There is substantial discrepancy between the disorder-
specific approach with our current understanding of 
depressive and anxiety disorders. (Shannon et al., 2017)

2. Disorder-specific interventions pay relatively limited attention 
to comorbidity, despite evidence of high comorbidity rates up 
to 40– 80% in both clinical and epidemiological studies 
(Shannon et al., 2017)

3. Despite the clinical utility of diagnostic categories, there are 
also some limitations to the reliability and validity of the 
diagnostic classifications that disorder-specific treatments 
have been based on (Shannon et al., 2017)



“Transdiagnostic”?
Grouping disorders based on shared characteristics
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Heightened attention toward and processing of negative emotional information
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Extent and timing of attention toward negative stimuli
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Purpose

1. Compared with controls, patients would show increased activation 
in the Amygdala and insula for negative faces

2. Symptoms of anxiety would be associated with greater activation in 
the ACC and increased dlPFC activation for negative faces. Also, 
reduced dlPFC activation for symptoms of depression

Measure the effects of current symptoms on neural activation

Hypotheses



Methods



Methods – Emotional Face Matching task
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• Angry vs Shapes, Fearful vs Shapes, Happy vs Shapes

• Patient vs control 

• HAM-A & BOLD, HAM-D & BOLD



Anxiety Left and Right insula

Results



Anxiety Anterior & midcingulate cortex



Anxiety Right dlPFC
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“Importance of paralimbic, midline cortical, and 
lateral prefrontal brain regions in the neurobiology of 
anxiety and depression. 
…
Anxiety and depression can be dissociated at the 
neural level, and that these symptom profiles may at 
times exert opposing influences on neural activation 
(i.e., in the lateral PFC)”



1. Only certain anxiety disorders were included

2. Sad faces were not included among the stimuli

3. Results reflect the salience of faces more generally, rather 
than emotion-specific effects

4. HAM-A and HAM-D may be better at measuring symptom 
profiles for some disorders than others

Limitations



• Use machine learning, find subtype 
of depression & anxiety based on the 
task performance

• Predict individual subtype

What I want to do is..



Thank you! ☺


